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� 100% VRES systems: combined analysis of all related technical and policy challenges.

� Transition elements: classification of the complete range of challenges in 9 elements.
� Development regimes: policy actions in 3 VRES penetration regimes (low-medium-high).
� Policies: comprehensive guideline and detailed presentation of policies per regime.
� Roadmap: lists of actions per regime act as transition roadmap to 100% VRES systems.
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Relying almost entirely on energy from variable renewable resources such as wind and solar energy will
require a transformation in the way power systems are planned and operated. This paper outlines the
necessary steps in creating power systems with the flexibility needed to maintain stability and reliability
while relying primarily on variable energy resources. These steps are provided in the form of a com-
prehensive overview of policies, technical changes, and institutional systems, organized in three de-
velopment phases: an initial phase (penetration up to about 10%) characterized by relatively mild
changes to conventional power system operations and structures; a dynamic middle phase (up to about
50% penetration) characterized by phasing out conventional generation and a concerted effort to wring
flexibility from existing infrastructure; and the high penetration phase that inevitably addresses how
power systems operate over longer periods of weeks or months when variable generation will be in
either short supply, or in over-abundance. Although this transition is likely a decades-long and incre-
mental process and depends on the specifics of each system, the needed policies, research, demon-
stration projects and institutional changes need to start now precisely because of the complexity of the
transformation. The list of policy actions presented in this paper can serve as a guideline to policy makers
on effectuating the transition and on tracking the preparedness of systems.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Carbon dioxide emissions from burning fossil fuels are re-
sponsible for more than half of carbon emissions contributing to
global warming (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2015).
Blunting the worst effects of climate change requires shifting
power generation to low carbon energy sources such as wind and
0c, 10117 Berlin, Germany.
Papaefthymiou).
solar energy. Transitioning to such variable renewable energy
sources (VRES) has become an economic and technological pos-
sibility, as the cost of wind and solar energy begins to match tra-
ditional technologies (Fraunhofer I.S.E., 2013; Ecofys, 2014), as
shown in Fig. 1.

Electric power production and consumption occur simulta-
neously, underscoring the importance of balancing supply and
demand—an increasing challenge as levels of variable generation
rise. System balancing has historically been performed by con-
trollable power plants. This practice largely continues today, ex-
cept that the variable output of wind and solar plants increases the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of levelized cost of Electricity for renewable energy technolo-
gies to conventional generation technologies (adapted from Fraunhofer I.S.E.
(2013)).
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need for flexibility1 in the power system to respond. A set of op-
tions are available to provide the needed flexibility including en-
ergy storage, demand, networks, greater controls on VRES, and
adjustment of system operation rules (Ecofys, 2014b). To enable
these options, radical changes in the way power systems are or-
ganized and operated are needed. In our analysis, we link the
transition to higher VRES penetration rates to power system
flexibility, and adopt a broader view, where flexibility expands to
all actions (long-term planning and real-time operation) needed to
ensure system security, reliability and economic operation.

This paper provides an overview of the policies, technical
changes, and institutional systems necessary to enable this tran-
sition, envisioned as a transformative process with three key
phases. The work is largely a synthesis of the many reports and
studies on this subject, such as (International Energy Agency,
2014; Western Governors' Association, 2012; IEA-RETD Executive
Commitee Meeting, 2014; International Energy Agency, 2011; The
Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP), 2014; European Climate
Foundation, (ECF), 2012; Van Hulle et al., 2014; Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI), 2015; National Renewable Energy La-
boratory (NREL), 2012; Dragoon, 2010; International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA), 2014). The extensive body of work is
summarized for a less technical audience that will need to put in
place the needed policies, technical changes, and institutional
systems. The unique contribution of this work is that it provides a
holistic view of this complex transformation process and a broader
analysis of the various issues and their interactions rather than
focusing on single fragments of the process. We therefore adopt a
broader analysis of the variety of topics and present a large
number of references to sources for further reading on each topic.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the key
elements and challenges of the transition to power systems relying
almost entirely to variable renewables. Section 3 presents a com-
prehensive overview of the needed changes in policy and in-
stitutional frameworks to enable this transition, classified on three
development regimes. Section 4 concludes.
2 The extensive list of experts is contained in the Acknowledgments in Ecofys
(2015). The expert panel met several times throughout the course of preparing the
2. Method: analysis of the key elements and challenges for the
transition to ultra-high VRES shares

The work represented in this paper is the result of an extensive
survey of existing literature, personal communication with a range
of experts in the field, and employing an international panel of
1 Broadly speaking, flexibility is the ability of controllable power system
components to produce or absorb power at different rates, over various timescales,
and under various power system conditions.
experts2 (Ecofys, 2015). Nine elements emerged as the key drivers
for the transformation that are likely common to all power sys-
tems, as shown in Fig. 2. The relative importance of these features
will vary from system to system depending on local conditions,
but each of them represents an important contribution to devel-
oping systems capable of functioning efficiently and reliably on
variable renewable resources. These key elements are discussed in
detail below.

2.1. Exploiting demand side flexibility

Conventional power systems primarily rely on controlling
supply for balancing purposes. Controlling demand takes a more
central role at higher VRES penetration levels by acting as a rela-
tively low cost source of power system flexibility (Klobasa and
Ragwitz, 2006; Milligan and Kirby, 2010).3 As discussed in (López-
Peñaet al., 2012), demand side management clearly provides the
lowest cost source of renewable energy support. Future demand
management will mobilize a broad array of end uses enabling both
increases and decreases in demand on a regular basis, expand
demand flexibility (by adding storage capability where warranted)
and coordinate active demand management with energy efficiency
opportunities. (Navigant Consulting, 2012)

Additionally, implementing new demand technologies may
represent another significant source of power system flexibility,
specifically through the increased electrification of the transport
and heating sectors. For example, vehicles powered directly or
indirectly by electricity or heat pumps (especially when combined
with thermal storage) could add a distributed energy storage ca-
pacity close to demand (Kiviluaoma and Meibom, 2010; Pa-
paefthymiou et al., 2012),

2.2. The role of expanded and liberalized markets

Market structure plays an important role in the cost and cap-
ability of systems relying on larger contributions from VRES. The
driving forces behind market transactions look significantly dif-
ferent in power systems relying primarily on zero variable cost
resources. The value of energy at the wholesale level becomes very
low due to the abundance of zero variable cost energy (National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), 2012). Grid support services
likely come to dominate market trading, reflecting the increased
value of flexibility and optionality necessary to ensure reliable
power from variable resources. This development will bring ad-
ditional risk exposure for the VRES producers which translates into
requiring greater financial support or introducing different me-
chanisms to stimulate development than in a low risk environ-
ment. In this respect, capacity markets may be necessary to ensure
reliability by supporting needed flexible resources that might not
be competitive on energy basis (Klessmann et al., 2008).

Ensuring low cost service will require markets open to as many
participants as possible, including traditional generating resources,
variable resources, distribution system-level generation, demand
resources, and energy storage. Further, the markets will transact in
near real time (in order to increase forecast accuracy) and in short
time increments (to allow constant adaptation to fluctuations).
Further, markets should cross regional and national borders to the
extent possible, both to allow participation from a broader range
document and provided extensive comments and suggestions.
3 Already at the moment significant economic benefits are being experienced

in some systems, e.g. the US PJM market claims more than 11,000 MW of partici-
pating demand response, with yearly payments on the order of several million
dollars for 2015 (PJM, 2015).



Fig. 2. The key elements for the transition to power systems relying almost entirely on variable renewable resources.
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of potential sources of flexibility, but also to average variability
over more diverse variable resources (Cochran et al., 2012).

Reaching across today's boundaries will require institutional
adjustments and combining institutionally separated power mar-
kets. Additional transmission construction can also increase the
interconnectedness of disparate markets and needs to be con-
sidered. The expected market changes may threaten the business
proposition of traditional utilities and investigation of new utility
structures has begun in some places (Rocky Mountain Institute,
2014).

2.3. Providing grid support services from renewable energy

In many markets, incentives designed to encourage renewable
energy production tacitly assume that conventional generation
continues to supply needed grid support services such as fre-
quency control, contingency reserves, voltage control, and balan-
cing services. As systems rely more heavily on variable renewable
resources, those grid services will increasingly need to come from
the renewable resources themselves. Power systems relying pri-
marily on VRES will depend on variable resources providing the
flexibility now coming from conventional resources. This implies
significant changes in the operation of VRES such as deempha-
sizing maximizing renewable energy yield for provision of grid
support services. Effecting this change will require changes in both
markets and technology. For example, contractual penalties on
VRES owners for under-production and the structure of produc-
tion credits may need to be adjusted. Payments for providing grid
support services might also be instituted (European Wind Energy
Association, 2014).

2.4. Encouraging renewable resource diversity

The primary consideration for siting and building new renew-
able resources has been the cost per unit of energy generated
without regard to the quality or relative timing of the resource
with respect to other variable generating resources. Wind re-
sources in particular have tended to be developed where the
combination of wind resource and transmission access are rela-
tively abundant. As a consequence, resources tend to be clumped
together and the output of the variable generation has a tendency
to rise and fall together. This leads to higher aggregated variability,
increasing the flexibility burden on the power system (Budischak
et al., 2013; Papaefthymiou and Kurowicka, 2008).

Some regions have adopted renewable energy development
zones to provide incentives to spread resource development
among different weather regimes that may be less strongly cor-
related with one another. Another possibility is to specifically re-
cognize the extent to which new resources are correlated with
existing resources, providing economic incentives to locate in
areas that are less strongly correlated with the output of existing
resources. The advantages of increasing geographic diversity need
to be balanced against the cost of new transmission infrastructure.
Accurate valuation of diversity along with well-planned develop-
ment zones can ensure the most cost-effective and least disruptive
transmission construction.

A good example of the potential importance of this type of
planning is exhibited in the US state of California where wind
resources tend to be stronger at night and solar output peaks occur
during the day. There is an advantageous combination of solar and
wind that has the potential to strongly reduce integration costs
(E3, 2014).

2.5. Role of bulk energy storage

Energy storage is inevitably a corner stone of high VRES pe-
netration levels. Today's focus on technologies that consume
electric energy at one time and return it at another (e.g., batteries,
pumped hydro, etc.) overlooks a more general, and potentially less
expensive approach to energy storage. The broader view of energy
storage is illustrated in Fig. 3. Energy storage can occur at any or all
of three points on the power system: the primary energy input
level (e.g., water in hydro reservoirs, coal piles), at the grid level
(e.g., batteries, pumped storage, etc.), and at the end user level
(e.g., hot water tanks, electric vehicles, ice storage, etc.). The more
generalized view increases the opportunities for energy storage,
potentially inviting lower cost options.

Today balancing supply and demand is accomplished largely at
the primary energy input level, by adjusting the supply of power
from controllable generators to match demand for power. As VRES
become dominant in the power generation mix, the role of con-
ventional power plants on balancing is vastly diminished and al-
ternative solutions are needed to bridge times of limited supply for
periods of weeks or even months at a time. Such longer-term
energy storage is termed bulk energy storage to distinguish it from
energy storage providing shorter-term system flexibility needs
(PSERC, 2014). The central challenge of very high penetration le-
vels is finding bulk energy storage options that are not prohibi-
tively expensive.

One way that the future needs could be met is by employing



Fig. 3. Generalized view of energy storage.
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today's conventional resources burning synthesized, carbon-neu-
tral fuels. Bio-based fuels are one possibility.4 Another possibility
is fuel synthesized from electric power produced by VRES such as
hydrogen or methane (power to fuels). Methane, as the primary
constituent of natural gas could be stored in existing natural gas
storage infrastructure and burned in existing natural gas power
plants. Although such a process may seem not economic today, it
could make sense at high VRES levels when marginal cost of
production is often very low. Although the round trip efficiency is
low compared to many other storage technologies, on the order of
20–50% (depending on the technology used to generate power
from the gas), the capital costs on a per unit of energy storage
capability can be quite low (Lehner et al., 2014).

2.6. Increasing Transmission Network Flexibility and Efficiency

Large-scale development of the transmission system is needed
in many 100% VRES scenarios. The significant benefits that can
come from continental scale transmission are discussed in detail in
(Rodríguez et al., 2014; Becker et al., 2014a) for a case study of
reaching 100% VRES penetration in Europe. However, as discussed
in (Boie et al., 2014), an integrated strategy is needed for the de-
velopment of large-scale transmission, consisting of the creation of
a broad public acceptance of these developments, implementation
of compensation mechanisms for population affected by infra-
structure projects, improvement of the coordination processes for
build outs, enhance the coordination between electricity and gas
infrastructure, implement mechanisms for financing of cross-bor-
der extensions, and harmonization of operation.

Transmission build-outs for accessing VRES (often located in
remote areas) or for the reinforcement of continental scale
4 Biologically based fuels are expected to have a role in a low carbon scenario,
primarily as transportation fuels, but they may have a modest role in providing
power plant fuels as well (Caspeta et al., 2013).
backbone transmission for merging larger geographic areas, face
challenges concerning social acceptability. An alternative is to use
existing power infrastructure more efficiently by enabling dy-
namic assessment of transmission capability and more control
power flows. Power flow control devices such as phase-shifters,
HVDC lines and other FACTS devices enable grid operators to re-
route power around congested lines in lieu of building new lines
(Migliavacca, 2013). Upgrading transmission system control and
measurement technology and capability assessment (e.g. dynamic
line rating) can further enable the use of the complete available
capacity of the transmission infrastructure.

Another aspect to efficient use of transmission is more geo-
graphic specificity of market prices. Uniform market prices over
large areas imply a “copper plate” zone where the transmission
system characteristics are not visible to market participants. This
often leads to congestion, that is resolved by re-dispatching gen-
eration units. Nodal pricing5 reflects local transmission conditions,
helping to provide price signals for placement of new generation
or for transmission expansion investments (Neuhoff, et al., 2013).

2.7. Role of distribution networks – smart grids

Conventional power systems are largely operated by control-
ling a relatively small number of large grid components such as
generators and control devices (switches, transformer taps, re-
actors, etc.). Relying on a web of smaller, distributed energy re-
sources (DER) such as distributed (renewable) generators, small-
scale energy storage and controllable demand introduces an order
of magnitude increase in the complexity of power system opera-
tions, much of which will need to be automated and enabled with
two-way communication.
5 Markets with locational marginal (“nodal”) pricing provide separate pricing
at each relevant point/area in the power system. Locational prices can provide price
signals that better reflect the relative value of generation in specific locations, as
well as provide appropriate incentives for solutions to local congestion.



7 Some solar developers are finding it economic to over-size the PV field in
relation to the maximum plant output (i.e., inverter capacity). See for example
(Fiorelli and Zeurcher-Martinson, 2013). This strategy effectively curtails the
available energy during peak solar hours. Although this strategy ameliorates the
overabundance issue, there remains a need to be able to absorb peak renewable
generation and make the highest economic use of it.

8 A good example on how two key strategies for integration of renewables can
be competing if not carefully planned is presented in (Blarke and Jenkins, 2013), in
particular the case of the ‘SmartGrid’ local infrastructure development versus the
‘SuperGrids’ large scale infrastructure development. The analysis shows that in-
creasing cross-system transmission capacity jeopardizes the feasibility of Smart-
Grid technology investments and proposes a strategic zoning as a solution to avoid
overlap and optimize investments.

9 Current policy initiatives such as the Electricity Market Reform in the UK
(OFGEM, 2015), the Energiewende in Germany (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft
und Energie, 2015) and the Order no 764 on Integration of Variable Energy Re-
sources of the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, 2012) address parts of the actions discussed below,
especially in the Near- and Mid-term regimes. However, differences are observed
that derive from the specific characteristics of each system and policy targets of
each country.
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Systems increasingly reliant on DER encounter a key challenge
in controlling and communicating with the sheer number of units.
This two-way communication and control infrastructure translates
into investments but also a new paradigm in system operation,
referred to as “Smart Grid”. A key challenge is optimizing the
operation of DER to the satisfaction of multiple stakeholders, i.e.
end users, distribution system operators, and the larger power
system. Coordination among transmission and distribution system
operators, and aggregators will be necessary to uncap the flex-
ibility potential. Further, the changing role of distribution system
operators likely will require a change in regulation, in order to
incentivize DSOs to activate DER flexibility (Sweco Ecofys, Tracte-
bel and PwC, 2015).

2.8. System stability with non-synchronous generation

Conventional generation largely comes from synchronous
generators that are responsible for the provision of ancillary ser-
vices that ensure system stability.

One of the on-going concerns is operating power systems
without a large fraction of synchronous generation. Most con-
ventional power plants use synchronous generators, which involve
an electro-mechanical coupling between the power grid and the
spinning turbines. An analysis performed in (Ecofys and DigSilent,
2010) for the case of the Irish system showed that the maximum
allowable share of non-synchronous instantaneous generation
inertia lies in the range of 60–80%. In order to reach higher shares
of variable renewables, specific actions should be taken to ensure
that there is sufficient inertia in the system. Key strategies for
tackling this challenge is to enable converter-connected units to
provide inertia, or keep synchronous units online for provision of
system services (synchronous condensers6).

Wind and solar power plants typically inject power into the
grid through power inverters. A largely untapped advantage of
power inverters is their potential controllability. For example, in-
verters can be designed and instructed to provide the inertia
properties of synchronous generators. The controllability of these
devices adds to the complexity of the control and communication
problem in operating the smart grid of the future. Despite the
uncertainties, there are good indications that solar and wind re-
sources can provide the needed services although further research
and development is needed. (Van Hulle et al., 2014).

Synchronous condensers are dynamic controllers of reactive
power which however due to their rotating mass provide inertia to
the system. Their spinning rotor's mechanical and electromagnetic
inertia, which make the machines more tolerant of grid dis-
turbances, is exactly their key advantage over power electronic
devices such as static VAR compensators. As discussed in (Fairley,
2015), new synchronous condensers remain 10–20% more costly
per VAR of reactive power capacity than an SVC. But repurposing
old power-plant generators upon decommissioning and trans-
forming them to synchronous condensers can be a quick and
cheap solution. This is a strategy that could be used in the future to
tackle the inertia challenge.

2.9. Efficient use of surplus generation

Supplying most or all energy demand with VRES implies an
over-abundance of energy over many hours of the year. There are
already times on systems with significant penetrations of wind
energy when wholesale market prices drop to zero, or even
6 A synchronous condenser is a device identical to a synchronous motor/gen-
erator, whose shaft is not connected to anything but spins freely. Its purpose is not
to convert electric power to mechanical power or vice versa, but to provide services
to the grid.
become negative.7 As more variable renewable resources are ad-
ded, these events will become more frequent and involve more
energy. The two most challenging features of high penetration
regimes will be times of prolonged low productivity and times of
over-abundance. Although much attention has been paid to the
former because of traditional concerns of supply adequacy, it is
likely that overabundance will be an equally important feature to
manage. Solutions to this is either bulk energy storage as discussed
above or use the abundant renewable electricity into other eco-
nomic sectors (e.g. heat and transport).
3. Results and discussion on the policy and institutional fra-
meworks for near-100% VRES-based power systems

The challenges discussed above reveal the sheer magnitude of
changes that need to occur for the transition to systems that rely
almost exclusively to variable resources. This transition represents
a major transformation in the way power systems are planned and
operated today and the implications can be vast, since strategies
can be competing and should be carefully designed.8

A large set of policy and institutional changes need to be de-
veloped and adjusted through time, to address the upcoming
challenges. All these changes should be orchestrated in a timely
manner, following the evolution of the system through the de-
ployment of increasing levels of VRES. In the following, we present
an analysis of the major needed changes along the path of three
distinct development regimes, as shown in Fig. 4 (Ecofys, 2015)9:

– Near-term: An initial phase with contributing up to about 10% of
the energy demand, characterized by relatively mild changes to
conventional power system operations and structures;

– Mid-term: A dynamic middle phase up to about 50% penetration
characterized by phasing out conventional generation and a
concerted effort to wring flexibility from existing
infrastructure10;

– Long-Term: The high penetration phase that inevitably ad-
dresses how power systems operate over longer periods of
weeks or months when variable generation will be in either
short supply, or in over-abundance.
10 Current policies already target a transition to Mid-term regimes. As dis-
cussed in (Knopf et al., 2015), the EU 2030 strategy corresponds to a 49% RES-E
share and a cost-effective share of RES-E varies between 43% and 56%. However, the
distribution between different countries will lead to areas needing to reach much
higher shares. In this respect, the target is global and not for each member state, to
allow exploitation of cost optimal resources.



Fig. 4. Overview of the needed policies and institutional changes along the path of the three development regimes.

11 See for example the discussion on the importance of cooperation across
balancing areas (i.e., markets) in (GE Energy, 2010).
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3.1. Near-term development regime

Near term policy recommendations are designed to reduce the
cost of accommodating modest VRES penetration levels and to
pave the way for more significant changes needed at higher pe-
netration levels. Focusing on these policies has special relevance
since most of today's power systems are at near-term develop-
ment levels. The policies described in this section are summarized
in Fig. 5 and focus on two key areas, namely minimizing conven-
tional generation reserve costs and laying foundations for the mid-
term challenges.

3.1.1. Minimizing integration costs
Accessing sufficient flexibility in the near term centers around

relatively modest actions taken to reduce the cost of integrating
VRES. Near term integration costs center around providing reserve
generation to balance the power system when actual output of
VRES units deviate from planned levels (Dragoon, 2010). Three key
near time actions to reducing integration costs include are pre-
sented below.

3.1.1.1. Quantifying and valuing reserves. The first step in addres-
sing the cost of providing reserves is to establish systematic pro-
cedures to determine the quantity needed and the cost of pro-
viding them. Many systems may use historical experience to de-
rive estimates of reserve requirements. As variable resources be-
come a significant drives of holding reserves, more analytically
based estimates are needed. A first step for many power systems is
developing analytical techniques appropriate to deriving the re-
serve requirements—these must be sensitive to length of operating
periods and gate closure times, which are two key aspects af-
fecting the need for reserves (see Section 3.1.1.3 below).

A complimentary need is to accurately value the cost of pro-
viding reserves. This is an important first step to developing
markets for reserves in which and demand side resources and
VRES themselves will ultimately participate. Price signals that ac-
curately reflect costs are important to acquiring the most cost ef-
fective sources of flexibility available.
3.1.1.2. Reducing the cost of reserves. Costs associated with accom-
modating the variable and less predictable nature of VRES initially
manifests primarily in the need to hold reserve generation to cover
deviations in generation from planned levels. While variability and
unpredictability are key characteristics of VRES, power systems
operation and market procedures were not developed with these
unique characteristics in mind and relatively minor changes can
significantly reduce the need for and cost of reserve generation.

Many power systems have assigned the responsibility for re-
liability and acquisition of reserves to transmission grid operators
that often seek needed reserves from their generators in their
jurisdictions. Opening markets for reserves with a wider range of
participants and over larger geographic areas is key to reducing
reserve costs.11 Reserves can come from different providers and
different technologies including, as discussed below, renewable
generators themselves and end-use technologies.

3.1.1.3. Reducing the need for reserves. An important initial step for
reducing the need of reserves is reducing the length of operating
(i.e. schedule or dispatch) periods. Most power systems develop a
plan or schedule of supply and demand for each hour. Because the
forecast errors over shorter time periods are lower than for longer
ones, reducing the scheduling or dispatch periods to anywhere
from 5 to 15 minutes can significantly reduce deviations from plan,
and hence, the need for reserve generation to cover those
deviations.

Similarly, reducing the time between when a forecast is made
with respect to real-time also reduces deviations and reserve
needs, since more updated weather information can be taken into
account. These time periods are called “gate closure” times, and
can be as long as two hours in some systems. Reducing the gate
closure periods due to less than an hour is a reasonable goal. The
effects of these changes can reduce the need for reserves by up to
about 50% depending on a power system's current market prac-
tices (Dragoon, 2010).



Fig. 5. Policies and institutional changes for the Near-Term regime.
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3.1.2. Foundations for mid-term policy objectives
A key feature of policy actions taken in the near term is to

prepare for higher penetration levels in the mid-term phase. We
identify 10 policy actions needed for preparing this transition and
bridging the gap to higher penetration levels.

3.1.2.1. Reduction of counterproductive incentives and penalties. As
discussed, the provision of system services and flexibility from
VRES comes to the cost of losing some amount of production.
Economic incentives or penalties that hinder the provision of re-
serves or other services from VRES need to be identified and re-
considered. Production incentives, contractual obligations, and
above-market feed-in tariffs are examples of policies ripe for
reconsideration.

3.1.2.2. Development of robust grid codes. Processes are needed to
determine grid codes that support power system reliability and
stability under high VRES penetration levels. In many regions, low
voltage ride-through, low- and high-frequency cutout set points,
and lack of inverter controls have raised concerns about VRES
generation subtracting from grid stability. Appropriate grid codes
need to be developed and phased in over time to ensure reliability
at high penetration levels. At low penetration levels, these ad-
vanced requirements are not mandatory for most systems, but
given that VRES can be constructed relatively quickly, it is im-
portant to develop these new codes and standards at an early
stage. At the moment, standards for the interconnection of dis-
tributed resources and for the specifications of inverters set de-
tailed requirements in this direction (Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers, 2015). There are grid codes that have already
set advanced requirements, such as the Irish (EIRGRID, 2015) and
the German (Verband der Netzbetreiber, 2007) ones. Further, this
is also the direction of the new grid code proposed by ENTSOE for
the whole European interconnected system (ENTSOE, 2015).

3.1.2.3. Importance of establishing smart grid frameworks. Smart
Grid frameworks are vital in exploiting the full value of existing
infrastructure, and in enabling the lowest cost sources of flex-
ibility. These frameworks should establish the communication and
coordination among a myriad of distributed energy resources and
enable the optimization of the system operation over multiple
objectives (end-user, distribution system, and transmission sys-
tem). The multiplicity of objectives and beneficiaries calls to
question conventional utility institutional structures that may be
unable to provide appropriate incentives to realize the expected
benefits. This may require revisiting traditional utility business
paradigms. At low VRES penetration levels, implementation of
Smart Grid is not imperative, but developing institutional struc-
tures and incentives necessary to push forward as necessary need
to be engaged (IRENA, 2013).

3.1.2.4. Development of dynamic and situational reserve require-
ments. Many power systems have developed static estimates of
the need for reserves based on overall load, and VRES penetration
levels. However, a more precise computation that takes account of
current load and VRES generation levels can free up reserve gen-
eration for other purposes, lowering overall costs. The near-term is
a good time to begin developing data, analytical techniques and
systems to allow more dynamic determination of reserve re-
quirements that will be vital in minimizing costs at higher VRES
penetration levels (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2010).

3.1.2.5. Incorporation of VRES forecasting systems. Although VRES
resources involve a level of unpredictability, standard weather
models can provide relevant forecasts that can be incorporated
into power system planning and operations (National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, 2014). Policies should be considered to develop
and integrate the best forecasting techniques into system opera-
tions and planning. Greater visibility of forecasts and incorporating
them into daily and weekly planning is also important to ensure
that the power system operates as cost effectively as possible.
Some power markets had difficulty incorporating day ahead
schedules into the power planning process due to potential fail-
ure-to-perform penalties if the forecast is too high or low.
Nevertheless, markets work best with the widest possible sharing
of information. As it is common practice for power traders and
system operators to scrutinize weather forecasts for their effects
on demand, it is similarly important for market participants to
have similar weather information as it affects generation.

3.1.2.6. Frameworks for diversity incentives. Diversifying the sour-
ces of VRES generation can significantly reduce the need for flex-
ibility. Generators based on similar technologies (e.g., all wind or
all solar) located in close geographic proximity to one another will
tend to vary in unison maximizing the need for flexible balancing
resources. Frameworks for appropriately reflecting the value of
diversity can begin to be developed in the near term. Such policies
may result in identification of geographic resource development
zones. See Shoucri (2011) and Becker et al. (2014b) for examples of
this approach.

Another approach to provide cost-based incentives for en-
couraging diversity is to adjust imbalance charges commonly le-
vied on generators for production levels differing from scheduled
(forecasted) amounts. Imbalance charges for a specific hour can be



12 As discussed in (Milligan et al., 2015), wind power plants currently provide
regulating reserves in the Xcel/Public Service of Colorado (PSCO) balancing au-
thority area (VRES penetration levels 19% wind and 1% solar). The total costs be-
tween wind curtailment and deep cycling of coal power plants were found to be
similar and wind curtailment was chosen due to the fact that (a) coal cycling costs
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higher for imbalances that contribute to the net system imbalance,
and lower for those that reduce it. Spain's dual price model for
imbalance charges is a good example of this approach (Sonvilla
et al., 2012)

3.1.2.7. Planning for phasing out inflexible baseload resources.
Energy from less flexible baseload resources (typically conven-
tional coal and nuclear) needs to be replaced by a combination of
VRES and more flexible conventional resources. Large fractions of
energy being served by baseload generation hasten the need for
flexibility from other sources: demand resources, energy storage,
VRES generators. New conventional generation needs to provide
more flexibility (low minimum generation levels, high efficiency
over the operating range, and high ramping capability). Cost ef-
fective plans need to be formulated to retire baseload generation
without undue life extensions. Although energy is not needed
from these units, their generators in some of those plants may
need to remain to provide grid stability (inertia, reactive support)
by running as synchronous condensers in strategic locations
(Fairley, 2015).

3.1.2.8. Begin developing market for demand resources—expand de-
monstrations. At high levels VRES penetration levels, flexibility
will be sourced from a combination of conventional resources
burning low carbon fuels, selective VRES controls, energy storage,
and controlling the demand for power. Of these, demand man-
agement is likely the least expensive. As with energy efficiency
measures, demand management will take time to develop and
deploy. Plans should be formulated at an early stage to undertake
demonstration and commercialization programs for demand
management. This may need to be spearheaded by regulators
providing appropriate incentives for utilities to develop such
programs. Other implementation structures (e.g., third party ag-
gregators and providers) should also be considered.

3.1.2.9. Utility business paradigm review. Business paradigms in
which utilities receive a regulated return on capital investments
on generation, transmission, and distribution infrastructure may
not be adequate for developing power systems where power
sources (e.g., rooftop solar) and flexibility sources (e.g., end use
devices and local storage) are not owned or directly controlled by
the utilities themselves. This calls to question conventional utility
structures and the value proposition for capital-intensive con-
ventional generation that can no longer find adequate remunera-
tion in permanently depressed wholesale markets. Further, the
incorporation of distributed generation threatens the DSO busi-
ness in what is often mentioned a “death spiral”: consumers with
own generation bring lower grid utilization and revenues forcing
DSOs to increase rates, which in turn leads to more customers
wishing to disconnect from the grid (Sioshansi, 2014). Conversa-
tions and experiments in new utility business paradigms need to
begin at an early stage. See for example (New York State Depart-
ment of Public Service, 2014).

3.1.2.10. VRES ramp forecasts and dynamic reserves. The greatest
need for flexibility is when VRES generation levels change rapidly
(“ramp”) in response to large-scale weather events. Power system
operators and weather forecasters have a long tradition of
watching weather for threats of temperature extremes (e.g., very
hot summer days and cold winter nights). Many power systems
today have not fully taken advantage of weather models to fore-
cast extreme VRES events. The near-term is the time to develop
systems for producing VRES-relevant forecasting systems and to
determine how to best incorporate such forecasts into calculating
and acquiring reserves sufficient to the need. Establishing reserve
requirements based on extreme events that can be forecasted and
potentially ameliorated is likely not the most cost effective use of
flexible resources (National Renewable Energy Laboratory and
AWS Truepower, 2014).

3.2. Mid-term development regime

The mid-term is the time when the biggest and broadest in-
stitutional changes should occur. Many of the policy options here
involve implementation of sometimes-complex measures that
were initiated in the near-term. It is imperative to begin the pro-
cess early, as institutional changes are often slow and difficult to
advance. Fig. 6 summarizes the policy measures discussed in this
section, categorized in 6 key areas.

3.2.1. Market incentives to promote greater resource participation
for flexibility

Markets have an expanded role in the mid-term penetration
levels. System operators must extend acquisition of flexibility
services from more technological and institutional sources. These
will include VRES operators and demand control—potentially from
third party aggregators. We identify 8 key actions in this area.

3.2.1.1. Expand markets for flexibility. Markets are expanded to ac-
cept flexibility from more power system participants and tech-
nologies. This generally entails short sub-hourly dispatch periods,
separate markets for bidding both incremental generation (de-
cremental load) and decremental generation (incremental load),
short (e.g., hourly) or daily performance commitment periods, and
inclusion of demand-side and storage resources.

3.2.1.2. Reflect low wholesale market prices at the retail level.
Periods of time when wholesale market prices dip below the cost
of fossil fuels are expected to increase in both frequency and
duration as variable resources are added to power systems. To
make the most effective use of power in these times of relative
abundance, policies are needed to allow more customers to pur-
chase power at depressed prices when they occur. This may re-
quire new tariffs for end use customers that can displace alter-
native fossil sources of energy (e.g., switching from natural gas to
electricity on an ad hoc basis) or otherwise utilize occasional oc-
currences of low price power. As discussed in (Dupont et al., 2014),
locational dynamic pricing should be considered instead of flat
tariffs in order to attract flexibility at the residential level and to
offer to the demand side the potential to be part of the solution to
the challenges RES can bring.

3.2.1.3. Remove barriers to VRES providing flexibility and grid sup-
port. The most cost effective approach to incorporating high levels
of variable resources will inevitably include selective controls on
VRES to reduce flexibility requirements. Contractual relationships
between generation owners and power purchasers and wholesale
electric market rules need to anticipate the need for the power
system to limit VRES output at specific times. As VRES become the
primary source of energy, power system or market operators will
need to allow and pay for active control of VRES generation as is
currently done for conventional generation. This may largely be
accomplished organically by allowing VRES participation in sub-
hourly markets and in provision of regulation and automatic
generation control services, once other barriers (e.g., contractual
obligations to produce or generation credits) are removed.12



Fig. 6. Policies and institutional changes for the mid-term regime.
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3.2.1.4. Allow negative wholesale market prices. Negative wholesale
market prices are a natural outcome of systems in which there are
costs associated with reducing generation below certain levels.
Although this can be exacerbated by new VRES generation due to
the production incentives, it can occur through other mechanisms
(e.g., shut-down and start-up costs of conventional resources) ir-
respective of VRES production incentives. Reflecting those nega-
tive market prices to the market, including retail markets provides
incentives for new uses of the available low-cost energy. Low
market price events are an inevitable outcome of large penetration
of VRES generation absent bulk energy storage. Allowing negative
prices serves the dual purpose of incentivizing more efficient use
of available low-cost energy, and establishing a market for bulk
energy storage.

3.2.1.5. Remove penalties that unduly restrict VRES participation in
markets. Penalties are instituted by system and market operators
to discourage egregious behavior that may threaten the stability of
the power system. A prime example of such rules is the penalty
levied on resources unable to provide power bid into day ahead
markets. A generator bidding capability into a day ahead market is
counted on to support the grid and failure to produce as promised
can result in system instabilities. It makes perfect sense for sub-
stantial penalties to be imposed for such under-performance.
However, the same penalties make less sense for VRES generation
for which day ahead generation projections can have frequent and
substantial errors. As a result, VRES may not bid into day ahead
markets and subsequent decision-making (e.g., fossil fuel pur-
chases for conventional generation that is ultimately not needed)
actually increases overall system costs. Penalties for participation
(footnote continued)
are uncertain and reduced cycling can avoid high-impact events and (b) curtailed
wind power plants can provide upward reserves.
in markets need to be reviewed and adapted as necessary to
provide appropriate incentives for VRES participation. See for ex-
ample California's evolving accommodation and requirements for
VRES at (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 2010).

3.2.1.6. Establish comparable basis for peak demand contribution
assessments. Power system adequacy addresses whether sufficient
resources are likely available to meet peak demand with a high
level of certainty. Historically, many systems have relied on cal-
culating planning reserve margins to determine system adequacy.
Planning reserve margin calculations historically relied on com-
paring aggregate nameplate capacity to peak demand. Because
nameplate capacity overstates contributions of VRES to meeting
peak demand, other analytical techniques are needed. Some power
planners have simply assumed zero contribution from VRES in the
calculation, effectively undercounting the VRES contribution. The
actual contribution from all resources needs to be assessed and
properly taken into account (Keane et al., 2010).

3.2.1.7. Modify VRES production incentives to encourage diverse de-
ployment of resources. Flexibility requirements for variable re-
sources are dependent on the geographic and technological di-
versity of those resources. The relative value brought by specific
resources need to be taken into account in either the purchase of
the resulting generation, or as integration costs charged back to
the resources. Vertically integrated utilities purchasing VRES for
their own purposes can take diversity into account when choosing
among potential VRES bids.13 The cost of integration (value of di-
versity) can alternatively be reflected in, for example, dual im-
balance pricing mechanisms where the charge for schedule errors
13 The US State of Montana has instituted different integration charges for
wind resources in various geographic regions to reflect the relative value of di-
versity for resources from those regions. See NorthWestern Energy (2013).



14 See for example the US State of New York’s Reforming Energy Vision pro-
ceedings (New York Department of Public Service, 2015), and third party ag-
gregation efforts such as SonneBatterie's in Germany (Enkhardt, 2015).
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contributing to aggregate error are charged more than schedule
errors tending to diminish aggregate imbalance.

An alternative approach is designating technology quotas and
renewable energy development zones. Optimally developing high
levels of VRES depends on recognizing the diversity value of dif-
ferent variable resource generation.

3.2.1.8. Implement policies to encourage the retirement of baseload
plants. Baseload power plants were generally designed to operate
at a constant rate throughout the year (except for maintenance
periods) and are less flexible. As the fraction of generation served
by VRES reaches into the double digits, the need to turn down
inflexible generation increases. It is therefore prudent to plan for
the retirement of baseload generation (primarily coal and nuclear
power plants) at the end of their economic lifetimes (usually 30
years). Analyses need to be performed to determine which, if any,
generators from legacy baseload plants are needed to act as syn-
chronous condensers to ensure power system stability.

3.2.2. Demand-side market participation
Ultimately, flexibility for large penetration levels of VRES gen-

eration will come from a combination of VRES, energy storage, and
demand side flexibility. The most cost effective of these are likely
to derive from inherent flexibility of some power uses. Develop-
ment of demand-side flexibility resources takes center stage in the
mid-term phase. We identify 2 key actions in this area as discussed
below.

3.2.2.1. Frameworks for developing and aggregating demand side
management resources. Demand resources are largely found on the
distribution grid, characterized by a large number of relatively
small (kilowatt-scale) energy consuming devices. Distribution
system owners and operators have not historically engaged these
resources to a large degree. Policies are needed to provide dis-
tribution system operators incentives to develop these resources,
or conversely, to create other institutional structures (e.g., third
party aggregators) to develop them. Regulators may choose to
impose requirements to develop demand side resources analogous
(in some cases directly so) to minimum requirements for renew-
able generation or energy storage.

3.2.2.2. Comprehensive incentives and institutions to develop dis-
tributed generation resources. Distributed generation resources
provide a range of benefits, including generally reducing the need
for high voltage transmission infrastructure and power losses in
distribution and transmission grids. Comprehensive policies will
provide incentives to both develop these resources and encourage
development that provides power system flexibility. Such policies
will remove barriers to both the development of these resources
and inclusion as full participants in utility grids. Efforts at re-
vitalizing institutions to develop distributed resources are at an
early stage. See for example the US State of New York's Reforming
the Energy Vision (New York State Department of Public Service,
2014).

3.2.3. Manage distribution grids
The value and importance of flexibility increases with VRES

penetration levels, and so does the importance of wringing
available flexibility out of distribution grids. Flexibility exists at
the distribution system level in both energy consumption and
production—both sources need to be addressed. Managing
these resources invites policies to create institutional struc-
tures and incentives to acquire, aggregate and dispatch these
resources. We identify 2 key actions in this area as discussed
below.
3.2.3.1. Deployment of communication and control equipment for
distributed energy resources. Most currently installed distributed
energy resources lack control and communication equipment for
flexibility services. At a minimum, new DER should be equipped
with technologies that will allow the provision of flexibility ser-
vices, especially as the costs of communication and control
equipment drop to the point where it can be cost effectively in-
stalled on ever-smaller (i.e., kilowatt-scale) devices. Smart meters
that can communicate between end use appliances and the grid,
and smart inverters that can control the power consumption or
generation from end-use appliances are now appearing in the
market. The effective use of these technologies for contributing
power system flexibility continues to lag, primarily due to the lack
of incentives to grid operators to obtain such services from them.
(Pepermens et al., 2003)

3.2.3.2. Implement aggregation and optimization of DER. Installing
communication and control equipment on DER technologies is a
necessary, but not sufficient condition to their participation in
supplying grid flexibility. Each distribution-level device is capable
of providing a number of potentially competing services. Institu-
tional systems need to be developed to coordinate and operate
these resources due to the multiple beneficiaries with separate
objectives that need to be jointly optimized, and solve competing
conflict of interest positions. While such institutional structures
are being pursued, they appear to be an at early stage.14

3.2.4. Enhance transmission network functions
Policies for encouraging investments in the transmission sys-

tem are necessary to both accessing available flexibility and to
make better use of the power infrastructure. We identify two
2 actions in this area as discussed below.

3.2.4.1. Implement smart transmission systems. Dynamic control of
transmission systems allows grids to be operated more efficiently,
enabling greater access to flexibility services while minimizing the
need for expensive and difficult-to-site transmission infra-
structure. Transmission system operators should increasingly seek
to optimize three areas of transmission systems operation:
(a) state estimation, to enable more measurements for accurate
assessment of the state of the system, (b) dynamic capability as-
sessment, allowing the realistic estimation of the operational
limits using technologies such as dynamic line rating, and (c) more
control of the system power flows, by strategic placement and use
of smart transmission technologies such as PSTs, FACTS and HVDC.

3.2.4.2. Increase geographic granularity of (nodal) market prices.
Geographically specific price signals are important to providing
incentives to locate sources of flexibility where most needed. The
finer the geographic scale of the prices, the more likely that local
congestion issues can be cost-effectively addressed by flexibility
available from energy storage, generation, or demand resources. As
discussed in (Weigt et al., 2010), where zonal, nodal, and uniform
pricing approaches are compared for the case of integration of
offshore wind located the North of Germany, from a theoretical
perspective, a high degree of spatial price differentiation assures
that supply meets demand with the highest marginal willingness-
to-pay. The analysis shows that highest benefits are derived from
nodal pricing scenarios and concludes that nodal pricing is an
appropriate instrument of congestion management.
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3.2.5. Increase market functionality
Relatively minor adjustments in market functions are expected

to be sufficient to operate systems with modest levels of VRES. As
the level rises, it becomes increasingly important to refine market
rules and functions to work efficiently with VRES generation. This
area includes 5 key actions as discussed below.

3.2.5.1. Liberalize flexibility markets to allow bids for shorter time
periods. Market policies need to allow for separate incremental
generation (decremental load) and decremental generation (in-
cremental load) bids, with dispatch and offer commitments over
shorter time periods. For example, wind generation can submit
decremental generation bids reliably over periods of thirty min-
utes with a high degree of reliability when generation levels are
high. Demand resources can supply higher levels of decremental
demand during higher demand periods. Allowing for short term
as-available bids makes more flexible resources available at any
given time, reducing overall flexibility needs and costs.

3.2.5.2. Implement shorter gate closure times (no more than one
hour). Short-range wind and solar generation can be projected far
more accurately in the near term future (e.g., minutes to hours)
than in the longer term (hours or days). Allowing market bids to
be submitted within an hour of the delivery period reduces the
difference between the estimated or scheduled generation levels
and the actual output. This reduces the amount of flexible (and
expensive) reserve generation market operators need to hold. Al-
though a significant change in market practices, this step is im-
portant to reducing the cost of integrating VRES by reducing the
need for flexible reserve generation.

3.2.5.3. Implement shorter trading/dispatch periods (no more than
10 min). Similar to the above, output levels of VRES tend to be less
variable over shorter time periods than over longer ones. His-
torically, most markets have traded over hour-long operating
periods. Either reducing operating period length, or introducing
sub-hourly re-dispatch of generation reduces the need for holding
expensive flexible reserve generation. Sub-hourly dispatch or op-
erating periods of ten minutes or less should be seriously
considered.

3.2.5.4. Consolidate balancing areas explicitly or virtually to cover the
largest practicable regions. Balancing areas are entities responsible
for ensuring power reliability in their systems, in part by directing
the output level of generators to maintain balance between gen-
eration and demand. Larger balancing areas benefit from two
flexibility advantages. First, including a larger number of gen-
erators in the balancing area gives access to more potential flex-
ibility. Second, the balancing needs in separate balancing areas is
larger individually, than the needs when the two systems are
combined. This is because the more or less random fluctuations for
which flexible reserves are required cancel one another roughly
half the time. Combining systems can be done explicitly, or by
sharing resources and balancing needs contractually. Policies en-
couraging combining balancing areas reduce the need for flexible
resources.

3.2.5.5. Implement capacity markets for flexible resources as neces-
sary. While less flexible resources (especially new ones) should be
discouraged, it is important to ensure sufficiency of flexible re-
sources. This may require careful quantification of the system need
for flexibility and to institute so-called capacity payments to en-
sure those resources are not retired and do participate in markets.
Systems with capacity markets provide incentives or platforms for
ensuring sufficient generating capability to meet peak demand
where there is concern that energy markets alone could result in
energy shortages. Similar accommodation may be necessary for
high penetration VRES systems to ensure the availability of the
right mix of resources to provide needed flexibility (e.g., ramping
capability). Regulators may have a role in requiring analyses of the
supply and need for flexibility (Hogan, et al., 2012).

3.2.6. Lay foundations to address long-term challenges
In addition to the heavy load of institutional changes needed in

the mid-term phase, it is also necessary to undertake policies that
will make the long-term phase possible. We identify 6 key actions
in this area.

3.2.6.1. Begin retirement of inflexible baseload resources. Policies to
plan for retiring less flexible power plants undertaken in the near-
term phase need to be executed in the mid-term, resulting in
shutting down baseload power plants in favor of combinations of
demand management, new VRES, and new flexible conventional
generation.

3.2.6.2. Begin implementing new business paradigms and regulation
for utilities. New business models for utilities and new institu-
tional structures need to encouraged and undertaken in the mid-
term phase. This includes a broader mandate for distribution
system owners/operators, aggregation of distribution demand and
supply resources, optimizers of the use of these resources, and
regulatory changes as needed to give utilities incentives (or de-
crease disincentives) for instituting distribution resources. For
example, New York's Reforming the Energy Vision (NY REV) is
examining the potential for transforming local utilities into plat-
forms for promoting and coordinating end user resources, away
from being primarily the source of power and reliability (New York
Department of Public Service, 2015).

3.2.6.3. Implement grid codes capable of operating power systems
without synchronous generation. New grid codes need to be
adopted in the mid-term that are capable of ensuring the combi-
nation of VRES and distribution resources are capable of providing
reliable and stable power system operations.

3.2.6.4. Implement best practices for VRES forecasting and use of
forecasts in planning and operations. Coordinated use of best
practicable variable resource forecasts need to be incorporated in
market and system operations. Forecast accuracy (which can vary
depending on prevailing weather conditions) should be fully in-
corporated into power system and market operations. Markets will
need to organically incorporate VRES forecasts in day ahead unit
commitment decisions, real time operations, and in dynamically
determining and acquiring reserves. (Botterud et al., 2010)

3.2.6.5. Implement VRES ramp forecasts and incorporate into dy-
namic reserve assessments. Advanced forecasting tools are capable
of informing the need for reserves and flexibility based on fore-
casts of ramps and overall VRES output variability. These forecasts
are incorporated into power system operations to arrange for the
needed flexibility, including limiting the output of VRES when
economic to do so.

3.2.6.6. Implement system-based energy storage valuation meth-
ods. Policies should be put in place to assess the full system value
of energy storage, and mechanisms for acquiring cost-effective
energy storage should be implemented. These may include capa-
city payments or other subsidies and acquisition mandates. Most
studies find energy storage cannot be economically justified by
any single market participant (market operators, independent
developers, end users, transmission operators), but that storage
can be justified from a system-wide perspective of “stacked”
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values (EPRI, 2013). In the US, California enacted the first energy
storage mandate, and in Oregon the state legislature directed its
utility regulator to mandate a small amount of storage and develop
an appropriate validation methodology (Trabish, 2015).

3.3. Long-term development regime

The long-term phase representing the highest penetration le-
vels focuses on the need for infrastructure that can deal with ex-
tended periods (weeks or months) of over-abundance and scarcity.
This entails employing bulk energy storage such as converting
power to fuels (for conventional power plants or other industries),
and extension of VRES power into industries that have not tradi-
tionally depended on energy in the form of electric power. This
phase also represents the fullest implementation of policies,
technologies, and techniques described for the prior phases. There
are 4 key policy areas in this regime, as presented in Fig. 7.

3.3.1. Enable power supply during low output events
Policies need to be put into place to ensure adequate incentives

to providing power when wind and sun are in low supply. These
policies will look at energy storage in the broadest sense (i.e. per
Fig. 3), promoting the most cost effective energy storage solution
whether as dedicated power grid energy storage, storage on the
demand side (e.g., thermal or electric vehicles), or as primary
energy (e.g., using carbon-neutral fuels in conventional power
plants, transportation fuels, industrial process heat, etc.).

3.3.2. Efficient use of “surplus” generation
Policies are put into effect to ensure the maximum possible use

of electric generation available during periods of abundant VRES
generation. Such policies may include new tariffs allowing use of
intermittent, low cost use of electric generation to displace other
fuels, or storing manufactured goods for later consumption. The
production, storage, and use of wood pulp is a good example of a
process where an intermediate manufactured good (wood pulp)
can be stored for later use in producing paper (Bonneville Power
Administration, 2014).

3.3.3. Full smart grid implementation
Policies should be put in place to make the widest use of smart

grid technologies for managing distribution resources and making
the fullest use of existing transmission infrastructure. Such policies
include developing institutional structures capable of supporting
and implementing cross-system communication and controls for
making the optimal use of both conventionally controlled grid
components (generators, substations, etc.) and end-use compo-
nents. The importance of Smart Grid is to reliably operate grids
primarily reliant on VRES while minimizing the need for expensive
system additions in the form of new transmission and electric
energy storage.
Fig. 7. Policies and institutional cha
3.3.4. Stable operation with non-synchronous generation
Stable system operation with non-synchronous generation

needs to be ensured apace development of VRES. Concerns have
been raised around operating complex power grids based solely on
generation injected by inverter technology although evidence
suggests this is possible with appropriate studies and policies.15

Policies should be put in place to ensure grid codes at all levels
(generation, transmission, and distribution) are capable of needed
communication and control protocols for safe and reliable power
system operations.
4. Conclusions and policy implications

This paper outlines a host of actions necessary to transform
today's power systems to systems that can rely primarily on VRES.
This transformation is envisaged in roughly three phases corre-
sponding to levels of variable resource development. Both near
term and mid-term challenges focus primarily on accessing un-
tapped flexibility in existing infrastructure. Long-term challenges
focus on ensuring grid support services fully transitioning away
from fossil generators to other sources and tackling the issues of
VRES supply shortage and abundance. The policy actions to pro-
mote per key element as follows:

) Demand has to take an active role on the system management
and proper frameworks should be developed to allow
aggregation.

) Power markets should prepare for the shifting of market value
from wholesale markets to grid support services: expand to
new participants, enhance regional integration, shift towards
real-time, remove price caps, provide clear price signals for
flexibility, organize the phasing out of inflexible resources, re-
flect market prices to retail level, and design robust grid codes.

) Renewable generators should assume more responsibility and
provide the full range of grid support services: include VRES
properly in adequacy estimation, removal of barriers, in-
corporation of forecasting.

) VRES resource diversity should become a distinct considera-
tion in the exploitation of new resources, in order to make sure
that the aggregate variability is reduced and cost optimal sys-
tem integration is reached.

) Bulk energy storage will be needed to enable seasonal balan-
cing. New options at primary energy input level (e.g. power to
fuels) should be promoted.

) Transmission networks should be expanded physically to en-
able continental-scale power transmission (Supergrids) and
existing asset utilization should be increased (state estimation,
dynamic capability assessment and power flow control). Fur-
ther, markets should establish more geographic specificity of
market prices (e.g. nodal pricing).
nges for the long-term regime.
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) Distribution networks should be transformed to Smart Grids to
enable harnessing the large potential of distributed energy re-
sources and demand. Physically this translates into the realiza-
tion of needed communication and control infrastructure. In-
stitutional changes to effectuate this is to design local markets,
define new business paradigms for utilities and incentivize
DSOs to activate DER flexibility for system services.

) Strategies should be in place to ensure stable operation of
power systems with high shares of non-synchronous
generation.

) New uses of electricity should be promoted to allow the effi-
cient use of surplus generation: electrification other sectors
(heating and transport) and displacement of other fuels in
industry.

Operating power systems primarily relying on VRES is tech-
nologically possible, but institutionally complex. The complexity of
the envisioned transformation strongly suggests developing an
assessment tool that can track progress on the various technolo-
gical and institutional fronts. The policy checklists presented in
this paper can form the basis of such an assessment tool.
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